
 

You've got the resources you need now it's time for candidates to take the JI. 

As you know, it's important that the candidate has the right conditions for when they take the assessment, so 

this email focuses on getting set up and ready for your first candidates. You want the process to be as seamless 

as possible, and the candidate will also appreciate a smooth interview process. It may be their first impression 

of your business, so let's make it a good one. 

 

 

Pre Interview. 

If you send out an email or letter to people in advance of the interview letting them know what to expect on 

the day creates a great impression and shows you value their time. 

 

Include the JI in that communication. Let them know that when they arrive they will be expected to hand over 

a CV or fill in an application, let them know about any numeracy or literature tests they may need to complete, 

and let them know part of the interview involves completing a values-based behaviour assessment, or just a 

behavioural assessment. If you make it part of the standard process they know what to expect and 

assessments are very common in an interview process nowadays. 

 

Remember to tell them how long the interview is expected to last - allowing 30 minutes for the JI, although it 

may not take that long. Giving candidates an idea of how long they'll be with you means they can make 

appropriate arrangements and should be fully prepared for the interview.  

 

 

At The Interview. 

It's good to get the candidate to complete the JI early in the interview process as it gives you time to take a 

look at the report before questioning. 

 

Lots of companies make the candidate a cup of tea, take any paperwork, CV, references from them and then 

sits them somewhere quiet to take it. 

 

Beforehand you will want to make sure you've got the PDF with all the instructions open on a laptop or PC. 

Some companies report problems using Ipads with the JI so please ensure you check properly if you are 

planning to use an iPad or tablet. You should have tested the codes in advance the first time you ever have 

someone take it just to double check everything is working as it should and you receive the report ok. 

 

Some companies have a note to explain why they use an assessment as part of the interview process, but it's 

not necessary and it's best that the candidate doesn't overthink it - if it's part of the interview process then 

they should be accepting, and as I said earlier, online assessments are very common nowadays. 

 

Make sure the candidate is able to click the link to the instructional video and can hear it ok. Let them know 

you'll be nearby if they have any questions. Make sure no one will distract them while they are taking it. 

 

If the candidate does have questions while taking the JI you will need to have your Assessor Notes handy! If 

someone does not understand a statement these notes allow you to elaborate on the statement without 

guiding the candidate. This is important so make sure they are close! 

 

If a candidate ever puts the wrong codes in, or appears to have locked themselves out of the platform don't 

panic - just close out of the window and start again. 

 



 

Once they hit the Submit button you should receive the report by email within seconds but no more than a 

few minutes.  

 

Get a copy of the Assessor Notes here  

 

 

 

During The Interview. 

Remember that the candidate does not know what report you have received, what it might possibly say about 

them or even if you will look at it before the interview begins. 

 

This is important because the results should allow you to add some questions to your usual interview process 

and fit in seamlessly. You do not want to make a song and dance about the report or what information you 

hold as the entire point of using the report is to subtly uncover information about the candidate - not present 

that information to them! 

 

When you first get started I would recommend that you have a few minutes to look at the report. Try to 

identify three things you want to pick up via questioning. You may find more than three but it's a good place 

to start. If there are obvious weak scores take a quick look at the interview questions and scribble down the 

questions you want to include. If there are no obvious weaknesses then you may want to question about the 

strengths - we will cover this in the next email. 

 

Now it's good practice to just add these questions in amongst the normal questions you ask in an interview. If 

you save them all until the end it might sound a bit odd! You may also find that when you ask one question, 

other questions naturally lead on from that. You may also find you ask a question and then ask a very similar 

one later on - this is all part of "teasing back the layers" of someone. You're trying to identify if the 

weaknesses in the report highlight a risk in someone, and how they handle the question. You'll grow more 

confident in this the more you do it, so just keep going.   

 

 

 

After The Interview. 

The candidate will most likely not realise you asked questions based on the results of their online assessment. 

They may have forgotten about taking the JI entirely by the end of the interview. 

 

If they do ask about it, you can direct them towards the candidate page which explains that it is not a pass or 

fail and that it won't play the sole part in your hiring decision. This should put their mind at ease. 

 

We do not recommend sharing their report with them. The report can be misinterpreted without proper 

feedback. Remember they do not even know what information you have received. If they are successful then 

in a few emails time I will share how you can use the report to help "onboard" the new hire.  

 

If you are really pressed by the candidate then you may want to share with them that the assessment merely 

supplies you with a few interview questions based on their results... I've never heard of this happening though! 

Normally interviewees just want to escape as quickly as possible and call their family after an interview!  

 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/d3d89fcbc4b452c4aa8c85e8c/files/51b1f71e-37fd-4bc4-8ab9-a027b8e3bae5/Judgement_Index_Assessment_Supervisor_Notes.docx?utm_source=Care+Clients+trained+in+the+Care+Sector+Report&utm_campaign=b8a3965998-Care+Client+Post-Training+%232&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f8a52dde2c-b8a3965998-&mc_cid=b8a3965998&mc_eid=%5bUNIQID%5d


Link to the Candidate Page  

 

 

 

 

Happy to help. 

We're here to support you and it can sometimes be an adjustment adding something new to your 

recruitment process. So if you have any questions just call us on 0800 8101025 or send an email straight 

to gabby@judgementindex.co.uk 

 

 

 

Finally! Don't forget to keep in touch with us on Social Media - we are particularly active on Twitter! 
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